Introducing Active ETFs
Accessing active investment managers
via a simple trade on a stock exchange

Combine
expertise with
flexibility
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Making active investing
more accessible
The ETF success story
As a product with the characteristics investors
are often seeking – access to diversification,
and liquidity – exchange-traded funds (ETFs) have
met with extraordinary demand since they were
introduced over 25 years ago. ETFs have become
a popular choice for Australian investors to diversify
their portfolios, which were traditionally skewed
to domestic equities and property.

They are versatile enough to play different roles
within a portfolio and often sought after as a core
component, or to complement existing investments.
ETFs can be a valuable diversification tool because
they provide the ability to gain exposure to a range
of securities in a single trade. In recent years, ETFs
have exploded in popularity, especially amongst
retail investors, due to their simplicity.

It’s these same characteristics that make ETFs
desirable with investors of all kinds – individuals,
SMSFs, institutions and more.
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DIY investing on the rise in Australia

9

million
Australians

ETF

investors

28%

hold listed
investments1

15% of investors
hold ETFs1

The average
ETFs balance
in an SMSF is
$61,5902
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The active vs passive debate
There has been ongoing debate in the investment
world on whether active or passive is the right
approach for investors. With the introduction of active
ETFs in recent years, these products have become
part of that debate, which can be confusing for
investors and their intermediaries when it comes
to choosing ETFs.
At Fidelity, we don’t believe it’s a case of active
or passive. Some asset classes may be more
suited to active investing and some to passive –
and this also varies according to the style and
risk you are prepared to take as an investor.*

ETFs: passive or active
For many years, the only ETFs available were
passive. Passive ETFs move in line with an index,
offering investors a low-cost way to match returns
to overall market performance for asset classes,
countries/regions or sectors.
Active ETFs were first introduced in the US in 2008
and came to Australia in 2015. With these products,
the fund manager applies a specific investment
approach to achieve a specific return and risk objective.
* T here are many types of investments and investing styles to
choose from. We recommend you seek advice from your licensed
financial adviser or full service broker to help you build a diversified
investment portfolio to suit your risk and investment style.

In this e-book we’ll be exploring how the nature of both ETFs and active investing can meet the needs
of investors seeking investment expertise and long-term performance. This is all packaged in a product
that’s easy to trade on the exchange, has the potential to add instant diversification to your investment
portfolio and can be viewed alongside your other investment holdings.
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All about ETFs
The ETF market today
Since launching in 1993 in the US, the global ETF industry is now worth more than US$7.6 trillion.3
These versatile products have been a runaway success in the investing world, in terms of both the
scale and variety of ETFs available. Closer to home, the Australian ETF sector grew by 23.9% 3 in
the year to December 2021, suggesting they are a popular vehicle with local investors.

Why ETFs
You can invest any amount

Offer instant diversification

ETFs are bought in units through a simple brokerage
transaction on an exchange. There is no minimum
investment amount so they’re very appealing to
younger investors with less capital.

By delivering exposure to a basket of individual assets
within an asset class, theme, sector or region, ETFs
can offer diversification. If one or two investments are
performing poorly, these can be offset by the returns you
may receive on other investments within the portfolio.

Liquid and low-transaction costs
To begin investing, or to sell some or all of your
ETF holdings, it just takes one trade on a stock
exchange. With every unit purchased, you get
exposure to multiple assets without the trading costs
it would take for direct investment in each one.

Live pricing
Unlike regular managed funds, where an investor
generally will not immediately know the price per unit
they have invested at, ETFs are traded at live market
prices on an exchange. For passive ETFs, their basket
of holdings is also available to view daily, giving
investors timely visibility of their exposure to securities,
markets, countries and sectors.

What are ETFs?
Exchange-traded funds are bought and sold in units on a stock exchange in a similar way to shares. The value
and price of ETFs are linked to a basket of assets. These assets might be composed of different equities, fixed
income or bond products and may also include assets from different regions, countries or industries. So when
you buy an ETF unit, instead of investing in a single asset, you’re potentially getting exposure to many different
assets in a single trade.
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Global history of ETFs
1993

ETFs as we know them today started with the State Street
Global Advisers SPDR fund which tracks the S&P 500 index.
Still the largest ETF today.
Wall Street Journal online.wsj.com / ad / focusonetfs / history.html

2000

The first actively managed ETFs start trading in Germany.

2001

First ETF launched in Australia, by Salomon Smith Barney (SSB)
IndexShares 100 which tracks the S&P/ASX 100.

ifa.com/articles/Worlds_First_Active_ETFs_Begin_Trading_in_Germany

moneymanagement.com.au / news / funds-management / first-australian-etf-launched

2003

291 ETFs available globally.

2013

ETF capitalisation globally US$2.4 trillion.

2015

First Active ETF launched in Australia.

2021

In Australia, ETFs closed 2020 with A$117 billion AuM, an increase
of 23.9% on the previous year.

etfgi.com

etfgi.com

moneymanagement.com.au / features / expert-analysis / active-etfs-australia-–-unmet-advice-need

https://www.morningstar.com.au/etfs/article/etfinvestor-year-in-review-2021/219309
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Strategic and tactical uses of ETFs
Since launching in Australia in 2008, the popularity and range of ETFs have multiplied, and investors have broadened the
way they use ETFs within their portfolios. Due to their versatility, they are valued for both strategic and tactical purposes.

Strategic uses for long-term
investment horizons
The importance of asset allocation
and portfolio diversification
A key consideration for investors when building
an investment portfolio is having the appropriate
asset allocation and diversification.
Asset allocation describes how much money is invested
in each of the various investment asset classes such
as cash, property, shares and fixed interest.
Diversification is about not putting all your eggs
in one basket. By spreading investments around
so your exposure to any one type of asset can
be limited, you can potentially reduce the volatility
of returns in the investment portfolio over time.
As one asset class falls in value, the portfolio value
and returns can potentially benefit from stronger
performance overall when you have holdings
in other asset classes.
ETFs can be used for long-term asset allocation
among primary asset classes such as equities or
fixed income. They can also be used to make strategic
tilts to other asset classes, such as emerging markets,
demographic trends or small-caps, as examples of
other categories.

One trade to access many investments
ETFs make it possible to gain exposure to multiple
underlying shares in one trade. Instead of carrying
out many trades to hold a diverse portfolio of shares,
you get cost-effective exposure to a basket of stocks
or other assets, such as fixed income or bonds.
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What are SMSFs invested in?
Cash and term
deposits
Direct Australian
listed securities

99%
64%

Managed funds

32%

Direct property

32%

ETFs

28%

Debt securities

18%

Unlisted trusts

16%

Direct international
listed securities
Collectables

9%
1%

Source: Class Annual Benchmark Report 2021.

Global exposure in a single
product, available locally
Some ETFs offer exposure to overseas markets,
companies and asset classes that may be hard to
access, research and monitor – such as emerging
markets and new industries. For investors seeking to
avoid concentration risk that can come from weighting
a portfolio to blue-chip Australian equities, buying
ETFs on the stock exchange to include in your portfolio
can provide an easy, low-cost way to gain exposure
to equities in other regions and sectors.

Portfolio completion
ETFs can be used to fill specific needs or gaps in your
portfolio, should you want exposure to specific areas
of the market or a preferred strategy. For instance,
you might be looking beyond our home market to
global markets or segments, or perhaps you want
to invest into particular investment products such
as ESG (environmental, social and governance) ETFs.
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31.7% Information technology
Tactical uses for investing
20.2% Financials
16.3% Consumer discretionary

Industrials
Rebalance instantly, with8.6%
a simple
trading process
8.2% Materials

ETFs canBy
beSector
an efficient way to adjust
portfoliosstaples
rebalance your investment portfolio. By simply
7.8% Consumer
for risk during periods of market 2.5%
volatility.
ETFs
Communication services placing a trade with your adviser, licensed broker,
are easy to buy and sell as they are quoted and
or your own online trading account, you can carry
traded on the stock exchange, so your ETF holdings
out a transaction on the stock exchange with the
can be quickly increased or reduced to instantly
ETF ticker code.
Breakdown of the countries and sectors covered in the Fidelity Global
Emerging Markets Fund (Managed Fund) (ASX: FEMX)

By Country

24.4%
18.4%
17.0%
7.3%
6.4%
5.6%
4.4%
3.3%
2.8%
2.7%
3.0%

China
Taiwan
India
Hong Kong
Korea (South)
South Africa
Canada
Indonesia
Netherlands
Brazil
Other

By Sector

31.7%
20.2%
16.3%
8.6%
8.2%
7.8%
2.5%

Information technology
Financials
Consumer discretionary
Industrials
Materials
Consumer staples
Communication services

Note: The above data is based on the Fidelity Global Emerging Markets Fund (Managed Fund) (ASX: FEMX) as
at 31 March 2022. The charts have been included for illustration purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation.
Numbers may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
24.4% China
18.4% Taiwan
17.0% India
7.3% Hong Kong
6.4% Korea (South)
By Country
5.6% South Africa
4.4% Canada
3.3% Indonesia
2.8% Netherlands
2.7% Brazil
3.0% Other
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Beyond index investing:
Active ETFs
What’s different about Active ETFs
Investors who believe it’s possible to outperform the market believe in active management. An active
management approach gives investors the benefit of partnering with expert stock selectors.
Until the first Active ETFs were introduced to Australia in 2015, ETFs held little interest for active investment
strategies. Until this point, ETFs only tracked indexes, making them a purely passive investment solution.
Active ETFs are an open-ended actively-managed fund quoted on an exchange. Unlike the original passive
ETFs, however, the fund is managed by a portfolio manager, who ‘actively’ manages the basket of underlying
stocks with the aim of outperforming the market.

Less paperwork

Liquid and live pricing

There is no minimum investment for
Active ETFs and the trading process
minimises paperwork. After your
trading account is established,
buying or selling ETFs through
a broker comes with none of the
application forms, identification
requirements and administration
delays associated with traditional
managed funds. You can also
trade in Active ETFs from an on-line
broker account. You’ll receive
an instant confirmation of any
units purchased or sold with
settlement occurring under usual
stock exchange transaction rules.

Active ETFs are quoted on a stock
exchange and are traded in
a similar way to shares. Unlike
regular managed funds, where
an investor generally will not know
the price per unit they have invested
at until after the transaction, ETFs
are traded at live market prices
on an exchange. An iNAV price
will be displayed by the respective
fund manager typically on the Fund
website and updated throughout
the day to provide an indication
to investors what the underlying
value of the ETF may be.

We select and monitor
the portfolio
An Active ETF fund manager
can adapt the fund to changing
market conditions. The fund
manager of the fund makes
the decision on the stocks
selected and actively manages
the portfolio. An actively
managed ETF will typically have
a benchmark index, but select
their best opportunities for
stocks and can deviate from
the index as they see fit.

A healthy appetite for Active ETFs
Australian investors are amongst the leaders in the world with demand for Active ETFs.
There are now over 40 Active ETFs in market (ASX as at 30 November 2021).
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Popular types of ETFs
Active ETFs

Smart beta

Passive ETFs

You’re investing in a fund
where the fund manager
applies an active investment
approach to achieve
a specific return and
risk objective.

You’re investing in a fund that
uses a passive rules-based
approach. For example, buy
companies which have low
historical volatility to try and exploit
perceived systematic biases or
inefficiencies in the market.

You’re investing in a fund
which holds all the companies
in the index and at the same
percentage weight as the
composition of the index,
regardless of the prospects
for the individual companies.

The impact of active management over time
Many of Fidelity’s actively managed equity funds outperform their underlying index, net of fees, by
1–2% over the long term. This may not sound like much, but the power of both time and compounding means
this additional amount of annual return can have a big impact on your portfolio over the long term.

The Fidelity Global Emerging Markets Fund (Managed Fund) (ASX: FEMX) vs the Index
Value of $10,000 invested since inception (29 October 2018)
$20,000

$15,428
$15,000

$12,402
$10,000

$5,000

$0
Oct
2018

Oct
2019

Oct
2020

Fidelity Global Emerging Markets ETF

Oct
2021

Mar
2022

Benchmark

Total net returns represent past performance only. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments in small
and emerging markets can be more volatile than investments in developed markets.
Source: Fidelity International and MSCI Emerging Markets Index NR as at 31 March 2022.
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Performance and risk –
getting the balance right
An opportunity to outperform
the index, and reduce
downside risk
Whether an Active ETF is for you will depend on
your own investment strategy. Here are some
thoughts to consider when building a well-balanced
investment portfolio.
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The concept of risk
For many investors, the biggest risk they face is losing
money. While the probability of losing capital can
be high, it may be reduced through diversification.
Spreading your investment risk may help in managing
volatility of returns in an investment portfolio. ETFs make
it possible to invest in multiple underlying shares in
one trade. Finding out your own attitude towards risk is
one of the first steps towards successful investing. Your
financial adviser or full-service broker will be able to
help you with this.
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Return objectives
What is your return objective? Are you saving to buy
a house, your first property investment or accumulating
savings for your retirement? Whatever your investment
goal, you need to think about what investments are
likely to give the best opportunity for these returns,
for the amount of risk you are comfortable with.
While you’re not taking on risk of capital loss, in a low
interest rate environment putting your money in a cash
savings account will not deliver much of a return, and
this low return may not even keep up with inflation.

With Active ETFs you can tap into fund manager
expertise to choose the best investment options
and diversified portfolio – providing the opportunity
to outperform the index over the long term.
Building the right combination of investments to meet
these different requirements and building portfolios
that are designed to achieve the best return for the
acceptable level of risk is very important.

Growth asset classes, such as equities, offer investors
with a higher risk appetite an opportunity for greater
returns over the long term, however you may not have
the time or expertise to build a diversified portfolio.
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Fidelity: proven active
investment manager
Active ETFs from Fidelity give investors easy access
to our proven global active management expertise
and track record. Each Active ETF is managed by
one of Fidelity’s investment managers who tap into
the insights and knowledge of our 400+ investment
professionals around the world.

Our approach
Fidelity’s investment approach is built on active bottom‑up
global research. Our global investment team spans
asset classes, sectors and regions. The team shares
their insights in real time, giving us a unique ability to
identify themes and investment opportunities, ahead
of the market. Our rigorous proprietary research and
connected thinking creates a competitive advantage we
believe delivers greater potential for superior returns to
our clients. Globally, we have been investing for clients
since 1969 – for over 50 years.
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Our team
Our investment team goes to the ends of the world
to ensure we make the right decisions for our clients,
and we mean that literally. If we need to visit lithium
mines in South America or factories in the industrial
heartlands of China in order to gain conviction for
an investment decision, that’s where we will go.
We train many of our fund managers through our
rigorous Portfolio Manager Academy programme.
New portfolio managers manage pilot funds initially
to test their ideas with our own money first.

We think generationally
Privately owned for nearly half a century, Fidelity
is an independent company and investment is our
only business. We think generationally and we’re
driven by the needs of our clients.
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Why Fidelity Active ETFs?
Investing since

1969

400 +

investment
professionals

More than

90%

of the research used
by our portfolio
managers is
produced internally
and is unavailable
to other investors

Strong and consistent record of active
outperformance over the long term*

16,000
meetings a year
one every
10 minutes

Fidelity
Global Emerging
Markets Fund
(Managed Fund)
(ASX: FEMX)
November 2018
launch

Fidelity Global
Demographics Fund
(Managed Fund)
(ASX: FDEM)
December 2021
launch

*Based on the performance data collated from Fidelity funds registered as managed investment schemes in Australia as at 6 December 2021.
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Glossary
Active management – Active investing seeks to
provide a superior risk and return outcome for investors
over the long term than passive investing. An active
manager also seeks to reduce the downside risks
during volatile periods in the market.

iNAV – Indicative or intraday Net Asset Value is the
estimated value of the underlying portfolio of assets
which is published on the Fund’s website.
Market-maker – Within an Active ETF, the market-maker
can provide liquidity for the fund.

Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) – The primary
exchange for trading of securities in Australia.
This exchange comprises of companies and sectors
in the Australian market. An Active ETF is quoted on
the ASX under an ASX ticker code and investors
can buy/sell by trading units on the ASX, subject to
market liquidity.

Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) – An important
disclosure document which provides investors with
comprehensive information on the product such as investment
and returns objectives, key risks associated with the product,
and a breakdown of fees and costs, etc. It is available on
an investment manager’s website – typically housed on the
fund product page – and is also available on request.

ASX AQUA Rules – The reference to schedule 10A
of the ASX Operating Rules and related rules and
procedures, as amended, varied or waivered from
time to time.

Quoted – All Active ETFs are quoted on the stock exchange
(as opposed to listed) providing investors live trading and
T+2 settlement of transactions via CHESS.

Cboe – Chicago Board Options Exchange (formerly
Chi-X Australia).
CHESS – Clearing House Electronic Subregister
System.

TIcker code – Under the ASX or Cboe – you buy or sell
according to a ‘ticker code’ which is an individual code that
uniquely identifies the tradable instrument (i.e. Active ETF)
so that it can be tracked throughout trading, settlement and
price reporting systems.

References
1 	https://www2.asx.com.au/blog/australian-investor-study
2 Class Annual Benchmark Report 2021
3 https://www.firstlinks.com.au/uploads/Education/2021/BetaShares_Australian_ETF_Review_End_of_Year_2020.pdf

More information
Contact your licensed broker or financial adviser
to get the right advice on whether this type of
investment would suit you and your investment goals.
If you don’t have a broker or adviser with a broker
licence, the ASX or Cboe stock exchange can help
you find a stockbroker.
T 1800 044 922
F 1300 761 823
E auclientservices@fil.com

fidelity.com.au
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Disclaimer
All investments carry risks, and diversification is not a guarantee for achieving returns nor a guarantee against potential loss of capital.
This document is issued by FIL Responsible Entity (Australia) Limited ABN 33 148 059 009, AFSL No. 409340 (‘Fidelity Australia’). Fidelity Australia is a member
of the FIL Limited group of companies commonly known as Fidelity International.
Investments in overseas markets can be affected by currency exchange and this may affect the value of your investment. Investments in small and emerging
markets can be more volatile than investments in developed markets.
Prior to making an investment decision, retail investors should seek advice from their financial adviser. This document has been prepared without taking into
account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider these matters before acting on the information. You should also consider the relevant
Product Disclosure Statements (‘PDS’) for any Fidelity Australia product mentioned in this document before making any decision about whether to acquire the
product. The PDS can be obtained by contacting Fidelity Australia on 1800 119 270 or by downloading it from our website at www.fidelity.com.au. The Target
Market Determination (TMD) for the Fidelity Australian product(s) named in this document is available via www.fidelity.com.au . Past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future performance. This document may include general commentary on market activity, sector trends or other broad-based economic or political
conditions that should not be taken as investment advice. Information stated herein about specific securities is subject to change. Any reference to specific
securities should not be taken as a recommendation to buy, sell or hold these securities. While the information contained in this document has been prepared
with reasonable care, no responsibility or liability is accepted for any errors or omissions or misstatements however caused. This document is intended as general
information only. The document may not be reproduced or transmitted without prior written permission of Fidelity Australia. The issuer of Fidelity’s managed
investment schemes is FIL Responsible Entity (Australia) Limited ABN 33 148 059 009. References to ($) are in Australian dollars unless stated otherwise.
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